Abstract Recently, images on the Web and personal computers are prevalent around the human's life. To retrieve effectively these images, there are many (Automatic Image Annotation) AIA algorithms. However, it still suffers from low-level accuracy since it couldn't overcome the semantic-gap between low-level features ('color', 'texture' and 'shape') and high-level semantic meanings (e.g., 'sky', 'beach'). Namely, AIA techniques annotates images with many noisy keywords. In this paper, we propose a novel approach that augments the classical model with generic knowledge-based, WordNet. Our novel approach strives to prune irrelevant keywords by the usage of WordNet. To identify irrelevant keywords, we investigate various semantic similarity measures between keywords and finally fuse outcomes of all these measures together to make a final decision using Dempster-Shafer evidence combination. Furthermore, We can re-formulate the removal of erroneous keywords from image annotation problem into graph-partitioning problem, which is weighted MAX-CUT problem. It is possible that we have too many candidate keywords for web-images. Hence, we need to have deterministic polynomial time algorithm for MAX-CUT problem. We show that finding optimal solution for removing noisy keywords in the graph is NP-Complete problem and propose a new methodology for Knowledge Based Image Annotation Refinement (KBIAR) using a deterministic polynomial time algorithm, namely, randomized approximation graph algorithm. Finally, we demonstrate the superiority of this algorithm over traditional one including the most recent work for a benchmark dataset.
Introduction
At present, sales of digital cameras have, since the first half of 2003, been surpassed by camera phones. It has been forecast that 860 million camera phones will be shipped in 2009, accounting for 89% of all mobile phone handsets (InfoTrends/Cap Ventures). Where multimedia research is concerned, camera phones pose a new challenge by generating a huge amount of images that arise in connection with the management of thousands of personal photo collections. Given such large image databases, we need to come up an efficient image retrieval system. For efficient content recognition and retrieval, we need metadata of images (description of images). Current search engines like Google, Yahoo, including mobiles (e.g., Google Mobile, and Yahoo! Mobile) rely on keyword based retrieval. In many scenarios, we want to find the images related to a specific concept (for example, tiger) or we want to find the keywords that best describe the contents of an unseen image [13] . Hence, the efficient solution in these scenarios raises the possibility of several interesting applications such as automated image annotation, browsing support, and auto-illustrate.
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) computes relevance based on the visual similarity of low-level image features such as color histograms, textures, shapes, and spatial layout. However, the problem is that visual similarity is not semantic similarity. There is a gap between low-level visual features and semantic meanings. The socalled semantic gap is the major problem that needs to be solved for most CBIR approaches. For example, a CBIR system may answer a query request for 'red ball' with an image of a 'red rose'. If we provide annotation of images with keywords, then a typical way to publish an image data repository is to create a keyword-based query interface to an image database. Images are retrieved if they contain (some combination of the) keywords specified by the user.
To achieve all these goals several statistical models have been proposed. For example, the translation model (TM) [13] , the cross-media relevance model (CMRM) [15] and a continuous relevance model (CRM) [18] can determine a set of keywords that describe visual objects/regions which appear in an image. However, whatever model we employ the current annotation accuracy is quite low due to the existence of too many noisy words. Therefore, it is quite difficult to get a meaningful understanding of images in this manner. Furthermore, it is impossible to distinguish between some keywords such as valley and mountain, garden and tree, cat and tiger, as designations of image content (these keywords are part of the Corel keywords). When a user query is for valley, and the retrieved images include mountains, the user will be satisfied with this result. Hence, our goal is to facilitate the steps which need to be taken to achieve a semantic understanding of images. The semantic meaning of an image will be described by a set of keywords, For example, In Fig. 1 , two images include people, however, the context of people in each image is different. The first image (384008) has the keyword-'the people on the beach' and the second has the keyword-'the people in the garden'. Noisy keywords for the first and second images In Fig. 1 , are 'desert snow' and 'rock goat' respectively.
To remove noisy keywords for an image we will utilize the context of keywords based on semantic similarity. A set of co-occurring keywords that appear in an image will determine context. Intuitively, non-correlated keywords may be treated as noisy, and discarded. The basic notion of pruning is that a set of keywords associated in an image occurring together determine a context for one another, according to which the appropriate senses of the keyword (its appropriate concept) can be determined. Note, for example, that base, bat, glove may have several interpretations as individual terms, but when taken together in an image, the intent is obviously a reference to baseball. The reference follows from the ability to determine a context for all the keywords. For example, the correlation between 'beach and sand' that gives a context is greater than 'snow and sand' based on semantic similarity given in a knowledge based context, WordNet, and 'snow' will be discarded. On the other hand, 'people beach', and 'people garden' are both highly correlated.
We will discard an annotated keyword from an image which does not correlate with other annotated keywords that appear in the image. For this, first, we investigate various semantic similarity measures between keywords with the usage of WordNet. Each semantic similarity measure tries to find the distance between keywords using several different approaches (e.g., node-based, edge-based, gloss-based). In our previous work, we fused these measures Dempster Shafer [1, 36] to make a final decision. In this paper, we also propose a new way of bridging the gap between KBIAR problem and the graph approximation problem. This approach has two important main impacts. First, almost all previous approaches use heuristic thresholds for deciding un-related keywords during re-ranking process. Different from heuristic the optimal method, our proposing the graph approximation algorithm (especially, weighted maxcut in this paper) can deterministically decide noisy nodes 384008:beach people sand desert snow 147066:people flower garden rock goat (keywords) as one set with having at least 0.8785 ratio performances to the optimal solution [9] . Second, for the problem of computation complexity, this randomized approximation algorithm can decide irrelevant set in the graph within polynomial time. Finally, we compare our approaches with traditional one including the most recent work and demonstrate the superiority of our algorithm. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents knowledge-based image annotation refinement mechanisms including previous work and motivation. Section 3 explains several semantic similarity measures from WordNet along with shortcomings, and presents the motivation behind various measures. Section 4 presents a modification of Translation model along with Demster Shafer evidence theory. Section 5 presents how we can apply approximated graph algorithm in KBIAR problem in polynomial time.
Knowledge-Based Image Annotation Refinement

A. Previous work
We can classify most of existing automatic image annotation algorithms into two categories. First, they formulate automatic image annotation to classification problem with considering keyword (concept) as a unique class of the classifier, which are SVM classifier [32, 34, 37] , Gaussian Mixture Hierarchical Model [27, 28] , Bayes Point Machines [31] , 2-dimensional Multi-resolution Hidden Markov Model [19] and so on.
Second, many statistical models have been published for image annotation. Mori et al. [23] used a co-occurrence model, which estimates the correct probability by counting the co-occurrence of words with image objects. [13] strived to map keywords to individual image objects. Both treated keywords as one language and blob-tokens as another language, allowing the image annotation problem to be viewed as translation between two languages. Using some classic machine translation models, they annotated a test set of images based on a large number of annotated training images. Based on translation model, Pan et al. [26] have proposed various methods to discover correlations between image features and keywords. They have applied correlation and cosine methods and introduced SVD as well, but the work is still based on a translation model with the assumption that all features are equally important and no knowledge (KB) base has been used. The problem of the translation model is that frequent keywords are associated with too many different image segments but infrequent keywords have little chance of appearing in the annotation. To solve this problem, F. Kang et al. propose two modified translation models for automatic image annotation and achieve better results [17] . Jeon et al. [15] introduce crossmedia relevance models (CMRM) where the joint distribution of blobs and words is learned from a training set of annotated images. Unlike translation model, CMRM assumes there is a many to many correlation between keywords and blob tokens rather than one to one. Therefore, CMRM naturally takes into account context information. Furthermore, Lavrenko et al. [18] propose a continuous relevance model by partitioning an image into a fixed number of grids and avoiding segmentation and clustering issues that are observed in previous models. However, in all of this work annotation contains many noisy keywords and there is no attempt to extends this "limit" of automatic image annotation problem.
B. Motivation
In that, there exists "semantic gap" between concept (keyword) and low-level visual feature values. The way of image understanding for human is not depend on low-level visual feature, but human would like to rely on their "knowledge" which came from previous personal experiences. To bridge the semantic gap, we should try to reflect the way of human perception for image understanding. WordNet, which is quite famous world knowledge-base for information retrieval research area, can be useful resource for simulating the human perceptional semantic knowledge. In text retrieval, semantic similarity is very important as a basis for disambiguation and topic classification.
TM model generates a set of keywords, some relevant and some irrelevant. We consider annotated keywords for an image as words in text document, but there are unrelated words. In order to remove irrelevant keywords, we can measure semantic similarity between various annotated keywords of images. In Fig. 2 , annotated keywords by TM of two images (384008, 147066) in Fig. 1 , are shown. A set of keywords will provide context/semantic of an image. For example in Fig. 2 , the related keywords in the circle convey some specified concepts ('the people in the beach', 'the people in the garden') and remove the unrelated keywords that appear outside the circle. Here, the circle of semantic similarity covers relevant concepts of an image.
C. Image Annotation Improvement through Refinement
Yohan, Khan et al. [1] propose the innovative approach for improving image annotation using semantic similarity measure among annotated keywords. [1] detected irrelevant keywords among candidate annotated keywords by combing evidence-rule based on semantic similarity in WordNet (TMHD model). For example, if an image has been annotated with 'sky', 'water', 'mountain', 'door' by TM model, TMHD model computes the semantic similarity of one word (yohan et al. [1] called 'semantic dominance') over all other candidate words (e.g., 'sky' with other keywords such as 'water', 'mountain' and 'door'). TMHD model combined semantic dominance score from three different semantic similarity measurements (JNC, LIN, BNP -see Section 3) and keep only strong candidate annotation keywords whose scores are above the threshold.
Inspired by the idea of Yohan, Khan et al. [1] , there have been several approaches for improving (automatic image annotation) AIA problem using the correlation between annotated keywords, so called Knowledge-Based Image Annotation Refinement(KBIAR) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 33] . Liu et al. [5] proposes adaptive graphical model for fusing visual content feature and keyword correlation. For visual content features, Liu et al. develop Nearest Spanning Chain. For the correlation of keywords, it considers correlation by WordNet as well as correlation by co-occurrence. Wang et al. [3] propose image annotation refinement by re-ranking the annotations using Random Walk with Restarts algorithm. For random walk restarts, it reformulates image annotation refinements as a graph ranking problem. For the graph vertices represent each candidate annotation keyword for images, and "co-occurrence" similarity has been used for the weight of an edge. Furthermore, Wang et al. [4] proposed a new way of content based image annotation refinement method as they re-formulating image annotation refinement problem as a Markov process and candidate keywords will be assigned to the states of a markov chain. Instead of using WordNet for semantic similarity, Wang et al. [2] use the Normalized Google Distances (NGD), which is the distance between two [24] words in terms of contextual relations. For image annotation refinement process, they propose conditional random field (CRF) model, which is an undirected graphical model in which a vertex represents confidence value of each candidate keyword and an edge is contextual relations between two candidate keywords. Zhou et al. [6] show an approximation approach for finding optimal subset annotation keywords of an image based on greedy algorithm. They use CMRM [15] model for matching probability between image region and keywords. Among several regions of an image, Zhou et al. [6] detect key-regions by using bipartite graph matching algorithm.
Measuring Semantic Similarity
To measure semantic-similarity between two keywords, we use WordNet and Association rule and will explain these [25] one by one.
A. Semantic Similarity from WordNet
Using semantic similarity, we would like to remove noisy keywords for an image from annotated keywords generated by translation model. However, at the same time, we would like to keep relevant keywords. To do this, first we will find relevant concepts from annotated keywords in an image. Next, we will measure similarity between these concepts. Finally, some concepts corresponding keywords will be discarded in which total similarity measure of a concept with other concepts falls below a certain threshold.
We will use the structure and content of WordNet for measuring semantic similarity between two concepts. The current state of the art classifies semantic similarity to three different categories-Node-Based Approach ( [16, 22, 29] ), Distance-Based Approach ( [20] ), and Gloss-Based Approach ( [12] ). In this section, first, we will present various measures to determine semantic similarity between two concepts. Second, we will present the drawbacks of each measure. Finally, we will present a hybrid model by fusing these various measures. 
1) Resnik Measure (RIK)
Resnik et al. [29] introduce first Information Content (IC) notion by relying node based approach. Higher value of IC (Information Content) means that the concept has more specific and detailed information. For example, cabletelevision has more specific information than television. RIK first uses Corpus (in our case SemCor2.0) to get the probabilities of each concept and compute how many times the concept appears in the Corpus (Eq. 1). If only one root node is selected, the probability of that node will be 1. This is because root node concept subsumes every concept in WordNet. Second, RIK calculates IC of a concept by taking the negative logarithm of above mentioned probability. Finally, semantic similarity between two concepts will be calculated in the following way. First, RIK determines lowest common subsumer (LCS) between two concepts and then for that LCS concept IC will be determined. Note that a keyword may be associated with more than one concept in WordNet. However, the keyword will be associated with a single concept. For example, keyword w1 and w2 are associated with a set of concepts c1 and c2 respectively. Base on that, pair wise similarity between set of concepts c1 and c2 are calculated and keep pair (c1, c2) which yields maximum value. Therefore, word similarity takes into account the maximal information content over all concepts of which both words could be an instance. RIK measure does neither consider the IC value of two concepts/ keywords, nor the distance between concepts/keywords in the WordNet. If we consider the similarity between studio and house in Fig. 3 , the LCS will be the building and its IC value will be 9.23. However, this value will be the same as the value between house and apartment. This is the weakness of RIK measure.
2) Jiang and Conrath Measure (JNC)
Jiang et al. [16] use the same notion of the Information Content and takes into account the distance between selected concepts. In regard to this, JNC combines nodebased and edge-base approach. Let us consider the above example. Hence, the two different pair of keywords (studio and house, studio and apartment) has the same semantic similarity based on RIK measure. There is no way to discern the semantic similarity between them. However, with regard to semantic similarity between two concepts, JNC uses the IC values of these concepts along with the IC value of LCS of these two concepts. Therefore, the similarity will be different since the IC value of house and apartment are not the same.
3) Lin Measure (LIN)
Lin et al. [22] follows the similarity theorem, use the ratio of the commonality and information amounts essential for describing each concept. Commonality between two concepts is the Information Content of LCS. In reality, Lin measure has the close relation of JNC.
4) Leacock and Chodorow Measure (LNC)
A Leacock et al. [20] measure only between noun concepts by following IS-A relations in the WordNet1.7 hierarchy. LNC computes the shortest number of intermediate nodes from one noun to reach the other noun concept. This is a measurement that human can think intuitively about the semantic distance between two nouns. Unfortunately, WordNet1.7 has a different root node. Therefore, no common ancestor between two keywords can happen. To avoid that, LNC measure introduces the hypothetical root node which can merge multiple-root tree into one-root tree.
5) Banerjee and Pedersen Measure (BNP)
Banerjee et al. [12] use the gloss-overlap to compute the similarity. Originally, Gloss-overlaps were first used by [21] to perform word sense disambiguation. The more share their glosses, the more relate two words. BNP not only considers the gloss of target word but also augments with the shared glosses by looking over all relations including hypernym, hyponym, meronym, holonym, troponym. Based on that, BNP measures proliferate their gloss vocabulary. By gathering all glosses between A and B through all relations in WordNet, BNP calculates the similarity between two concepts. If the relations between two concepts are gloss, hyponym and hypernym, then, related pairs = {(gloss, gloss), (hype, hype),(hypo, hypo), (hype, gloss), (gloss, hype)}.
Here, BNP computes the score by counting the number of sharing word and especially if same words appeared consecutively, and assign the score of n 2 where n is the shared consecutive word.
B. Comparison of Various Methods
Every measure has some shortcomings. On the one hand, RIK measure cannot differentiate the two keywords which have the same LCS. On the other hand, JNC and LIN address this problem. Their measures give the different similarity value of a pair of keywords having a same ancestor by considering its IC. However, JNC and LIN are sensitive to the Corpus. Based on Corpus, JNC and LIN may end up with different values. Furthermore, LNC measure has additional limitation. For some keywords, SL (Shortest Length) value does not reflect true similarity. For example, furniture will be more closely related with door as compared to sky. However, with LNC, SL for furniture and door and SL for furniture and sky will be 8 in both cases. Due to the structural property of WordNet, it is quite difficult to discriminate between such keywords with LNC. BNP measure relies heavily on shared glosses. If there exists no common word in the augmented glosses by considering every possible relation in WordNet, then this approach will fail to get semantic distance. For example, there is no shared word between glosses of sky and jet, which causes the score between sky and jet, is 0. From the above discussion, it is obvious that we cannot solely rely on a single method. We need to fuse all these measures together to get rid of noisy keywords.
C. Co-Occurrence
We use the Apriori algorithm [7] for finding cooccurrence probability, which is based on the idea of level-wise search. The level-wise search is an iterative approach in which, (m+1) -item sets are explored based on the previous m-item sets. At first, the 1-itemset (L 1 ) is found, then each i-item sets (L i ) is used to find i+1-itemsets (L i+1 ) until no more frequent k-item sets can be found. In our paper, we choose frequent sets until 2-itemset since we only consider a pair occurrence. So, when we compute the co-occurrence μ(w i , w j ) between w i , w j by dividing the frequency Ψ(w i ∩ w j ) in L 2 set by the frequency Ψ(wi) in L 1 set.
4 The Proposed Approaches for Applying Semantic Similarity for Enhancing Image Annotation Accuracy
A. TMHD (Translational Model based Hybrid Dempster) Approach
Here, we propose how we can apply similarity measure to remove unrelated keywords. For this, we rely on the annotated keywords of each image. To remove noisy keywords from each image, we determine correlation between keywords produced by TM model. Intuitively, highly correlated keywords will be kept and non-correlated keywords will be thrown away. For example, annotation for an image by TM model is: sky, sun, water, people, window, mare, scotland. Since scotland is not correlated with other keywords, it will be treated as noisy keyword. Hence, our strategy will be as follows: First, in an image for each annotated keyword, we determine the similarity score with other annotated keywords appeared in that image based on various methods (JNC, LIN, BNP). Second, we combine these scores for each keyword using Dempster-Shafer Theory. This combined score for each keyword will demonstrate how correlated this keyword with other annotated keywords in that image. Therefore, non correlated keywords will get lower score. Finally, scores of keywords that fall below a certain threshold will be discarded by treating as noisy words.
1) Dempster-Shafer Evidence Combination
Dempster-Shafer Theory [36] (also known as theory of belief functions) is a mathematical theory of evidence which is considered to be a generalization of the Bayesian theory of subjective probability. Since a belief function rather than a Bayesian probability distribution is the best representation of a chance the Dempster-Shafer theory [14] differs from the Bayesian Theory. A further difference is that probability values are assigned to sets of possibilities rather than single events. Nor does the Dempster-Shafer framework specify priors and conditionals, unlike Bayesian methods which often map unknown priors to random variables. The Dempster-Shafer theory is based on two ideas. The first idea is the notion of obtaining degrees of belief for one question based on subjective probabilities for a related question, and Dempster's rule for combining such degree of belief when they are based on independent items of evidence. Since we use independent sources of evidence, namely, JNC and LIN, BNP measure, we are interested in the latter part of the Dempster-Shafer theory, namely, Dempster's rule.
Inspired by Aslodogan et al [14] 's application of Dempster-Shafer theory for combining two different web evidences (image, text) on the personal images. We try to apply this to combine different similarity measurements for removing noisy keywords among the candidate annotation keywords. Consider an image that contains three different annotation keywords A, B and C. Each keyword has a semantic distance to other keywords. We are interested in evaluating semantic similarity between the annotated words (i.e., A, B, or C), which will be useful to decide whether each keyword is noisy or not. We may form the following propositions which correspond to proper subsets of θ:
The measure will give the similarity dominance for A.
P B
The measure will give the similarity dominance for B.
P C
The measure will give the similarity dominance for C. P A , P B The measure will give the similarity dominance for A or B. P B , P C The measure will give the similarity dominance for B or C. P C , P A The measure will give the similarity dominance for C or A.
Each measure would give the similarity dominance, which is the combined similarity value of a keyword within one image (for this example, A, B, C). With these propositions, 2 θ would consist of the following:
In many applications basic probabilities for every proper subset of θ may not be available. In these cases a non-zero m(θ) accounts for all those subsets for which we have no specific belief. Since we expect the measures (JNC, LIN, BNP) to evaluate semantic dominance about only one keyword at a time (not to calculate the similarity dominance of two different keywords at the same time), we have positive evidence for each keywords only,
The uncertainty of the evidence m(θ) in this scenario is
Where, β is the summation of belief.
2) Using Dempster-Shafer Theory in Removing Noisy Annotation Keywords
We have three sources of evidence: the output of JNC, LIN and BNP, which three different measures already show good performance with the standard data sets. (see the Result Section) Since JNC, LIN, BNP we observed give better result over other method. From now on, we focus on these three methods. If we combine these three different measures into one measure by giving different weights, we need to know the importance of each measure in an image. This may vary from image to image and set of annotations. Furthermore, in one image, JNC would play a main role in discarding noisy keywords; on the other hand, in another image BNP is very important to remove the noisy keywords there. Hence, the TMHD model can predict the semantic similarity for a set of keywords in an image by combining Dempster's Rule for three evidences in the following way: In the case of semantic similarity prediction, we can simplify this formulation because we have only belief for singleton classes (i.e., the final prediction is only one keyword) and the body of evidence itself (m(θ)). This means for any proper subset A of θ for which we have no specific belief, m(A)=0. For example, we would have the following terms in the numerator of above formula: The ∝ is the "is proportional to" relationship. m JNC (θ), m LIN (θ) and m BNP (θ) represent the uncertainty in the bodies of evidence for the m JNC , m LIN , m BNP respectively. Let us consider a set of annotated keywords ('sky', 'water', 'tree', 'flower', 'coral') of an image by TM. Now, we would like to decide the noisy keywords. Using Eq. 11, we can compute the probability of each hypothesis, For instance, Since we consider the distance which is opposite of semantic similarity from TSD calculation, we subtract normalized JNC similarity value from 1 (see Table 4 ). Thus, we can compute the uncertainty value of each evidence (JNC, LIN, BNP measure) by using the summation of belief (β) like below (Tables 5 and 6) ;
We can get the TSD values for LIN, BNP as the same way as JNC. 1751. Then, we can remove keywords that below a certain threshold value (for this image, 0.17). Then, 'tree', 'sky' will be treated as noisy keyword and the remaining annotation words are 'water', 'flower', 'coral' (Fig. 4) .
Approximated Graph Algorithm in KBIAR Problem
The TMHD model doesn't decide relevant keywords deterministically; we need to apply some threshold value for making decision about the un-related keywords ('crystal', 'anemone', 'reef'-see Fig. 5 ). Here, we introduce an approximation based graph algorithm for deciding unrelated keywords deterministically in polynomial time, so we don't need to apply threshold values.
1) Reduction from KBIAR to Weighted Max-Cut
KBIAR Problem
Input: Annotated Set A k ¼ ak 1 ; ak 2 ; . . . ; ak n f g ; SDM nÂn Output: max {s1, s2}, where s1,s2⊂A k and s1∩s2=ϕ
WMC Problem
Input: a graph G=(V, E) and weight function w (i, j) Output: Partition V1, V2 of V We can transform each keyword ak i to a vertex v i of Graph G by one to one mapping f(:ak i →v i ). For each edge E(i, j) between v i and v j , there is a corresponding element in the semantic distance matrix (SDM). Through a mapping function (g : SDM(i, j)→w(i, j)), we can get the weight function of Graph G. Thus, we can reduce an instance of KBIAR problem into an instance of WMC problem in polynomial time. It makes possible to solve weighted maxcut problem for getting optimal solution of KBIAR problem. MAX-CUT is one of the Karp's [8] original problem. Usually, we can see the polynomial-time reduction from NotAllEqual-3SAT to MAX-CUT problem for showing MAX-CUT's NP-Completeness. (Transitivity is follows; 3SAT p 6 ¼ 3SAT p MAX À CUT ). Thus, getting the optimal solution with the Weighted MAX-CUT (which is reduced from KBIAR) is NP-Completeness problem (Fig 6) . value is 0, then its weight value doesn't count as the total weight of a cut instance. The instance that makes the maximum total weight of cut would be optimal partition V1, V2 of the graph. If we find the maximum cut in nondeterministic way, then we can guess an assignment of each vertex's set and compute the optimal value of the above IQP (Integer Quadratic Problem). To do this thoroughly (namely, check with every possible combinations), we need exponential amount of time (2 n ). To find max-cut in polynomial time, we need an approximation scheme for MAX-CUT problem.
3) Randomized Approximation WMC (Weighted MaxCut) in KBIAR Our work is based on Goeman [9] 's randomized 0.87856 approximation scheme for finding maximum-cut that is constructed with each image's candidate annotation keywords and semantic similarity between those words. Goeman et al. [9] showed the way of relaxing from integer quadratic problem to semi-definite programming by increasing the dimensions of membership value m i from 1 to n dimensions and constructing a matrix M such that m i,j is corresponding to each inner product m i ·m j . As a step of relaxation, it relaxes membership variable conditions; 1 À dimensional variable of unit norm Candidate Keywords: sky,water,tree,flower,coral Remained Keywords: water,flower,coral To make a problem more tractable with graphs of realvalues weights, it associates matrix M with Laplacian matrix L ⇐ Diag (W·e). Thus, we can start to run the randomized algorithm with weight adjacency matrix (W) of graph G.
We can compute a feasible solution to vector program (e.g., WMC-VQP) from a feasible solution to WMC-SDP. Let M be a solution of WMC-SDP, then we decompose a matrix M to Y T Y [11] . Each solution vector (y 1 ,y 2 ,y 3 ,...y n ) is corresponding to each column of decomposed matrix Y. Now, we have seen that maximum cut problem can be relaxed from high-level (which is more solid and strict constraint) integer-quadratic problem (WMC-IQP) to lowlevel (which is a bit more smoothed and less strict constrain) through two kinds of relaxations. (one is dimensional relaxation (1→2→n dimensions), other one is that value can be real-value from integer-fixed values). We call this process a "top-down" problem relaxation (see Fig. 7 ) for making problem approximately solvable in polynomial time within α approximation ratio.
Algorithm Randomized Approximation Algorithm for KBIAR-MC Problem
Through SDP Programming, we can compute the optimal solution matrix (M * ) and get the row-reduced 2 dimensional representation (B) by cholesky decomposition. Each column vector is corresponding to the node, which is one of the candidate keywords for an image. This 2-dimensional column vector representation is unit-norm vector. So, a randomly chosen unit norm vector (r) can be decision factor across all the column vector values. Inner Figure 6 Randomization of WMC-KBIAR problem through relaxations. product result (ϕ=b i · r) can separate each node into two sets (Fig. 8 ). To decide a major set, we compare the summation value of semantic similarity (see Line 19) among all candidate words assigned to a set.
4) Complexity Analysis
Basically, MAX-CUT problem belongs to NP-complete problem, which is one of the Karp's [8] original problem.
Usually, we can see the polynomial-time reduction from NAE-3SAT to MAX-CUT problem for showing MAX-CUT's NP-Completeness. In that, if we find the maximum cut in non-deterministic way, then we can guess an assignment of each vertex's set and compute the number of edges which are cross the two set. To do this thoroughly (namely, check with every possible combinations), we need exponential amount of time (2 n ). To find max-cut in polynomial time, we need an approximation scheme for MAX-CUT problem. In the Approximation Class, Vega et al. [38] showed that dense weighted max-cut and metric max-cut can have a polynomial time approximation scheme (namely, PTAS) ([39] demonstrated a reduction from metric max-cut to dense max-cut problem). However, if we have to deal with general max-cut problem, then it is belong to APX-Complete class. ( [40] . -MAX-3SAT ≥ AP MAX-2SAT ≥ AP MAX-NAE3SAT ≥ AP MAX-CUT). Crescenzi et al. [41] claim that non-weighted version of MAX-CUT also as hard as weighted version of MAX-CUT problem by showing AP reduction from weighted MAX-CUT to MAX-CUT. After Sahni and Gonzalez [42] showed the trivial 1/2 approximation algorithm, there was no real progress until the Goemans et al. [9] 's a randomized approximation approach appear. Our work is based on Goeman's randomized approximation scheme for finding maximum-cut that is constructed with each image's candidate annotation keywords and semantic similarity between those words. This approximation algorithm can get the maximal cut which is 0.87856 times the optimal solution [9] . In terms of running time, after randomizing into semi-definite matrix, it uses semi-definite programming (it needs O ffiffi ffi n p log W þ log 1=" ð Þ ð Þ iterations, each iteration can be implemented in O(n 3 ) time. After that, it uses an incomplete cholesky decomposition process, which takes O(n 3 ). Consequently, if we use this randomized approximation algorithm, then it takes O c ffiffi ffi n p n 3 ð Þand get the maximal cut that has a 0.87856 times measure of optimal solution.
Experiment and Results
In this section, first, we present the set up of our experiments. Next, we compare our results with other techniques. We use a data set that contains 5,000 images from 50 Stock Photo Cds ( [13] ). Each Cd contains 100 images on the same topic. We use 4,500 images as training set and the remaining 500 images as testing set. The image segmentation algorithm is the normalized cut [30] . Each image is represented as 30 dimensional vector, which corresponds to 30 low-level features. The vocabulary contains 374 different keywords. We reprocess the data set as follows. First, we cluster a total of 42,379 image objects from 4,500 training images into 500 blobs using K-means algorithm and weighted selection method. Next, we apply EM algorithm to annotate keywords for each images automatically. This will be known as TM model. Finally, we apply hybrid measures (TMHD) to get rid of some noisy annotated keywords. In Fig. 9 , we demonstrate the power of the approach, THMD over TM. For example, one of the example image (108037) includes very unrelated keywords (horse, swimmers) which could make the CBIR system misunderstand the image. After post processing, the image does not only excludes those noisy keywords, but also keeps 'cat' as annotation. However, 'cat' does not make big semantic difference for understanding this image. Let us consider the image with identifier 147066 (the last image). This image has a set of noisy keywords (beach, coral, crab, nest). We can see TM generates these noisy keywords, while TMHD discards all these noisy/irrelevant keywords and keeps only relevant ones. However, if we consider the second image (identifier 17017), in Fig. 9 , TMHD discards the irrelevant keyword 'sky' along with the relevant keywords 'tree'. Therefore, TMHD discards occasionally some relevant keywords.
1) Comparison of Various Measures
Here we would like to demonstrate the superiority of TMHD over various methods and using different measures. We report the results using two sets and based on two accuracy levels (50% and 33%). We prepare the two sets as follows. Initially, we select 500 images along with six manually annotated correct keywords. For the first set, we prepare dataset with 50% accuracy in keyword annotation, which means that the ratio of correct and incorrect keywords of an image is 0.5:0.5. To achieve this, we remove three correct keywords from an image and insert three noisy keywords randomly. Similarly, we construct the second dataset with 33% accuracy. In Table 7 , given the first dataset with 50% accuracy, JNC improves the accuracy to 67.4%. Here, JNC measure chooses 994 correct keywords out of 1,500 keywords and removes 1,058 incorrect keywords from 1,500 keywords. Furthermore, notice that JNC, LIN, and BNP measures outperform RIK and LNC measures. In Table 8 , with dataset 2 (accuracy 33%), accuracy of JNC, LIN, BNP measures are still greater than 50% even with 67% noisy keywords in the images. This demonstrates the power of the semantic similarity measures. From these two tables, JNC, LIN and BNP are the best measures regardless of the distribution of noisy keywords. Therefore, in TMHD, we combine all these three measures (JNC, LIN and BNP), and ignore the other two (RIK and LNC).
2) Comparison of TMHD with TM
Here we report results based on most frequently used keywords for TMHD and TM. Recall that TMHD considers hybrid measures. For the keyword 'nest', we observe that the precision of TMHD (100%) is substantially higher than precision of TM (12.5%), on the other hand, the recall is the same in both cases (14.28%). This happens due to the removal of only noisy keywords and not discarding relevant keywords (i.e., recall is the same). For all keywords, precision of TMHD has increased as compared to TM at some extent. Note that when precision increases, recall drops. However, here we observe that, except for the keywords, 'water', 'tiger', and 'garden', recall is the same in both models. On average, the precision values of TM and TMHD models are 14.21%, and 33.11% respectively. This number demonstrates that TMHD is 56.87% better than TM (Tables 7, 8 and 9 ).
3) Performance Analysis of Max-Cut Refinement Algorithm
For implementation of randomized approximation of weight-max-cut algorithm, we utilized the SDTP3 Matlab software [10, 35] for computing semi-definite programming part in the whole approximation algorithm. To see the effect of refinement in the various distribution of noisy keywords, we use synthetic annotation data where we vary distribution of noisy keywords. However, when report, precision, recall and F-measure, we use original dataset. In Fig. 10 , we can see the 2d-mapping result examples of coral data set. The related keywords ('building', 'palace', 'people') has been assigned to a set and irrelevant keywords ('crystal', 'anemone', 'reef') classified to another set. So, we can exclude noisy keywords decisively without applying threshold value. Furthermore, un-related keywords are mapped more sparsely (see 'crystal', 'anemone', 'reef' and 'dust', 'crab' and so on).
In Fig. 11 , we have reported result for synthetic dataset. Here, Y-axis represents accuracy and X-axis represents three different synthetic noisy annotation sets. For set1, before refining, it shows 42.01% accuracy and we have observed that KBIAR-MC increase the accuracy to 54.39% through refinement. For other noisy keyword distribution (set2, set3), similar pattern has been observed. Since this KBIAR-MC algorithm can remove noisy keywords with different distribution (distribution of keywords of web page images varies significantly), thus, we can apply this methodology for disambiguating irrelevant keywords which is very crucial process for web-image annotation problem.
In Fig. 12 , we can see that our proposed KBIAR-MC can outperform other algorithms including Translation Model (TM) [13] , TMHD [1] and AGAnn [5] . In terms of precision, KBIAR-MC achieves 35%, which is the best among the original TM precision (20%), TMHD method (30%) and AGAnn method (24%). The increasing value of precision means that user will see more correct images within retrieval results since precision accuracy is from dividing the number of correctly annotated images by the number of retrieved images. It is normal that with increasing value of precision, recall value will go down.
Hence, recall value of all refinement algorithms is worse than TM result. However, the F-measure value (which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall values) of (KBIAR-MC)-27.12% is also better than any other methods (TM-25.45%, AGAnn-26.26%). If we give two times more importance to the precision value when we combine precision and recall values, then F-0.5 measure of KBIAR-MC (29.34%) outperforms all of them including TM 23.33%.
4) Web Image Annotation Refinement
Several approaches have focused on annotating real world web-images since there are very expressive descriptions, which is more useful for the user. Here, we show that our proposed KBIAR-MC method works quite successfully for extracting contextually crucial keywords from textual descriptions mingled with noisy keywords. We used articles from CNN web-site as the dataset. Showing quantitative evaluation of refinement is difficult; we demonstrate illustrative web-image annotation contextual refinement results (see Figs. 13, 14) . We used most of nouns keywords without pre-processing, such as counting frequency and Tf*Idf measurement since there are plentiful useful descriptive keywords, but infrequently appeared. After constructing a graph for each web-page, we can compute the edge values between each node using NDG values. In Fig. 14, we can see that KBIAR-MC can map every keyword in the 2-dimensional separating random space. After choosing majority set, which includes several very contextually related keywords, such as 'Tiger Woods', 'shot', 'Golf shot', 'lead', 'Golf championship'. About the removed keyword, "stroke", this keyword can be annotated for this webimage ( Fig. 14(a) ), but if we compare with the "shot", then "stroke" is more general words than "shot" since "stroke" gets along with other domain, such as 'guitar stroke', 'swimming stroke'. However, "eight strokes" is more close to "shot" since "eight stroke" expressions usually used in Golf Domain. This is quite good example of KBIAR-MC can semantically group contextual similar words as the neighbors in the 2-dimensional separating random space. KBIAR-MC can also refine keywords iteratively. Among the selected words, which are quite closely mapped in Fig. 14 ist', 'night')-see Fig. 14(c) . Regarding other illustrative examples (Fig. 13) , we can observe that KBIAR-MC can extract semantically descriptive keywords quite well and these words can construct higher level understanding of real-world web images. For example, 'Tom Brady', 'Touch down records',' undefeated seasons',' starting quarterback' all together build very detailed and informative annotations for this web image.
Conclusion and Future Work
We used semantic similarity measure using WordNet and removed semantically unrelated keywords, in the CBIR system that can easily detect the semantic concept of images. Our proposed translation model along with the knowledge based (TMHD model) would get better annotation performance and correspondence accuracy than other traditional translation model.
Since traditional translation models annotate too many irrelevant keywords, our model strived to prune irrelevant keywords by exploiting knowledge-based data (here WordNet). During pruning we kept relevant keywords. In our model, we fuse outcomes of all these methods together to make a final decision using Dempster-Shafer Rule. As the result of the test data set, we got more than 50% accuracy after post-processing even if the accuracy of the original annotation is 33%. This is a very meaningful demonstration, which means that the system can overcome the majority of noisy keywords and get the correct semantic understanding of images at the same time. Furthermore, we introduce weighted max-cut in terms of two following aspects; First, to combine expert knowledge for good understanding about uncertain dataset (usually, it may be "multimedia" dataset), we need a framework which would be suitable for mixing the different sources. In this paper, one of the sources is the TM model, which is kind of machinelearning algorithm. Another one is the semantic distance between result keywords of TM model. After mapping keywords and semantic distance as vertex and edges respectively, the constructed graph can represent local conceptual relations between several keywords, so weighted max-cut algorithm can exclude one set of un-related nodes as noisy keywords set decisively. Thus, this method can increase its performance as other resources' performances improve, namely, the accuracy of weighted max-cut will increase according to the better accuracy of initial keyword translation algorithm (for vertex mapping) and semantic similarity algorithm (for edge-value mapping). Furthermore, we demonstrated that the randomizing characteristic of KBIAR-MC algorithm can easily deal with annotation refining problem in a real life scenario. Namely, we could use the semantic similarity matrix directly as the input for semi-definite programming. For the future work, we can show that usefulness of this framework with reallarge web-image annotation dataset and combine with other semantic measures such as Normalized Google Distance (NGD).
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